
A successful on-demand learning program is like a watch—all you see on the surface is a smooth, integrated presentation that gives you the information you need to keep moving forward. 

But underneath the watch face it’s a veritable beehive of parts, instruments and mechanical functions that never stop working.

And Bridge View Media is like a watchmaker. We know how to bring all the parts together.

In a recent project for an internationally known medical institute, BVM worked 
for over two years strategically developing and managing the conversion from 
an outsourced vendor to internally produced and distributed on-demand 
content.  

BVM collaborated with the client on the initial business model and then 
developed strategy and projections. BVM managed all aspects of the project 
including: curriculum and instructional design; staffing and launch protocols; 
course production; technology selection and implementation; custom software 
development; internal operational protocols; future course pipeline and ROI 
improvements.  

The project was finished on-time and on budget and the client is now continuing 
to expand its product offerings.
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What we do

o Investment assessment and analysis

o We work with you to understand whether your content should move from in-person  to 

On- Demand. We assess your products, your audience,  and we conduct a cost-benefit 

analysis.

o Strategy

o When you decide to move forward, we create an end-to-end strategy that will take you 

from idea to implementation. Our strategy includes cost estimates, customer pricing, 

content refresh cycles, personnel and software selection and costs.

o Curriculum development 

o We ask, is the program a series of one-off lectures or is it an integrated course? Are 

there certification credits or continuing ed credits involved? 

o Instructional design

o We review your current delivery method, levels of interactivity needed, and whether the 

learning needs to be real-time or recorded

o Content production

o We have teams of video production experts who produce and deliver content that 

meets your learning objectives

o Platform integration

o We assess your internal software and design the best path to integration with 

enrollment,  payment, content and delivery.  We can also develop custom software for 

your platform.

o Customer service protocols

o We work with you to develop customer service protocols for those who’ll work with your 

audience on any content or technical issues that may arise during the courses

o Training

o We work with your on-demand team to ensure they’re fully trained on all aspects of the 

program

Contact: adams@bridgeviewmedia.com
www.bridgeviewmedia.com
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